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WOMEN
WHO WELD

A group of driven 
women is proving that 
this in-demand career 
path is not just for men.
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In the workplace, female welders are few and far 
between; according the U.S. Department of Labor, 
less than 6-percent of welders are women. But in 
the classrooms of Saint Paul College a different 
trend is emerging. With the support of the College, 
the mentorship of a female instructor, and a tight-
knit friendship with each other, a group of driven 
women is proving that this in-demand career path is 
not just for men.

Creative Career of Welding
Heather Oehrlein is no stranger to tackling a 
challenge – as a kindergartener she climbed 
a swaying pine tree all her friends said was 
unclimbable. As a young adult she became the first 
in her family to attend college, and for 20 years she 
served as a social worker for at-risk teens. However, 
when it came to pursuing her dream of becoming a 
welder at age 43, even she had second thoughts.

“I have always loved being creative and working with 
my hands, but had never learned any metal work, 
even though I have always been interested in it,” 
says Oehrlein. 

WOMEN
WHO WELD

Three women from diverse backgrounds have found both 
friendship and a strong foundation for the future

in the Saint Paul College welding program.
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When I thought about welding, it always 
seemed liked a man’s job and I was very 
intimidated. But as I grew into a more 
confident woman, I eventually learned to 
believe what I was telling the girls and 
young women I worked with – that with 
determination anything is possible.
-Heather Oehrlein

At Saint Paul College, Oehrlein found the fresh start 
she had been craving. “What initially drew me to 
Saint Paul College was the overwhelmingly open and 
friendly welcome I received, and since becoming 
a student, the support I have been given has 
been amazing. I have found mentors, friends, and 
assistance from people and places I knew nothing 
of before becoming a student here.  I certainly feel 
as though I am part of something larger than myself 
when attending Saint Paul College.”

Two of the most important friendships Oehrlein has 
formed are with the other female welding students. 
“We understand and support each other through 
the challenges of being older and coming back to 
school, and when we approach a task differently than 
the men in our class might. We have a lot of fun as 
the welding women – I feel like I have found new 
family in my classmates.”

A Natural Career Choice
One of the other Saint Paul College “welding 
women” is Shakeetha Payne, who got her start in 
welding by following the example of her father’s 
hands-on work ethic.  

“Around the age of 16, my father taught me how to 
change my own brake pads and rotors,” says Payne. 

continued on page 6
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L to R:  Heather Oehrlein, Sherry Blees, 
Shakeetha Payne
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grow past this stigma and prove that I could go 
to college,” says Blees. “A counselor at Saint Paul 
College helped ensure I could get my books in 
audio format, and I came to understand that with 
support I could receive great grades.”

She chose the Saint Paul College welding program 
because of its excellent reputation and her lifelong 
interest in the trade; the fact that one of the 
program’s instructors is a woman was an added 
bonus. After a successful first semester, Blees knew 
she had transformed for the better.

“At Saint Paul College, I’ve found staff that aligns 
me with the tools and resources I need, instructors 
who challenge me, and classmates who support and 
encourage me,” says Blees.

Their time, work, and encouragement 
have helped to shape my future – and in 
return it betters us all. In South Africa the 
word for this is Ubuntu, which means ‘I 
am because we are.’  That spirit of Ubuntu 
is at the core of Saint Paul College, and 
that is ultimately what drew me here. 
-Sherry Blees

Women Who Weld, continued from page 5

“Throughout my childhood, I spent a lot of time 
watching him make all his own repairs on his big rig, 
holding the flashlight, and occasionally helping out. 
Dad was quite the workaholic, and because of him 
problem solving, repairing, and creating have always 
been a part of my life.”

Armed with the knowledge that she could do hard 
work and with the unconditional support of her 
family, welding seemed like a natural career choice 
for Payne. Though the Mississippi native has a four-
year degree in accounting, she determined that Saint 
Paul College was the right place to help her achieve 
her career and educational goals in the more hands-
on field of welding.

“The curriculum here is detailed and extensive, and 
the instructors truly care that we understand and 
comprehend the material,” says Payne. “From the 
financial aid office staff to the bookstore employees, 
everyone at Saint Paul College has held my hand 
and answered every question I have thrown at them. 

I’ve also enjoyed speaking with former 
students of the welding program and 
hearing how they have gone on to be 
successfully employed in the positions 
they wanted.
-Shakeetha Payne

Transformation Found in Welding
Sherry Blees’ childhood was far from typical. At 
just 18 months, her parents moved her family 
to South Africa to serve as missionaries, where 
they experienced Apartheid and helped fight for 
desegregation. When Blees was ten, her family 
returned to the states so that she and her brother 
could continue their education. However, it proved 
to be a bumpy transition.

“I remember standing out because I dressed 
and talked differently, and I also seemed to learn 
differently,” says Blees. “I was later diagnosed with 
a learning disability that they didn’t address at my 
school, so I ended up being held back a grade level, 
which created a lot of insecurity.”

After finishing high school, Blees avoided college 
because she felt she couldn’t be successful. 
However after staying home for seven years to 
raise her two boys, she realized she needed to 
set an example for them. “I decided that I had to 
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WELDING
AT SAINT PAUL COLLEGE

Saint Paul College is well known for its 
experienced welding instructors who teach in 

a hands-on learning environment. The Welding 
Technology diploma program can be completed 

in just three semesters by a full-time student, and 
graduates start employment with an established 

knowledge of the tools and equipment used in the trade. 
“Our welding program has instructors from a wide variety 

of industry experiences, which gives our students multiple 
perspectives on how to do a welding process or even how to 

look for the right career option,” says Victoria LeMay, a Saint Paul 
College welding instructor, who is also a program graduate.

I don’t think many people know exactly how 
much you can do with welding experience. 
You can work in production or even make art. 
The options are endless, and you can be as 
creative as you want. -Victoria LeMay

Graduates of the welding program usually have the choice of many immediate 
employment opportunities in a variety of settings; welding is widely used in the aircraft, 

automobile, trucking, shipbuilding, pipefitting, plumbing, and sheet metal industries. In 
addition, skilled welders may become layout specialists, engineers, technicians, supervisors, 

Certified Welding Inspectors or private shop owners.

Victoria LeMay (Welding Instructor) For more information on the welding program,
visit saintpaul.edu/Programs

“I appreciate this opportunity, 
and am reminded everyday of 

where I have been, places I have 
slept, and how important my 

success is now. TRIO gives me a 
place to belong and get the help 

that I need to be successful.“ 
-Angelo Mack, Business Management, AS

HELPING YOU 
SUCCEED

TRIO Student Support 
Services (SSS) is a free 
academic support 
program for students 
ages 25 or older.

Apply at
saintpaul.edu/TRIO




